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Entertaining & Fun

New Business Opportunity
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Ten Pin Pix
Capture the fun of bowling with a memory that
will last a lifetime!
Your customers will love being captured in the
act of bowling at your entertainment center. Ten
Pin Pix adds an extra element of fun to
the Bowling experience and provides your
customers a way to take home their special
memories and share them with their family and
friends.

With Ten Pin Pix you can generate additional
revenue from your bowling customers by
producing a high quality photo keepsake. A
photo they could not take themselves.
We provide a purpose built digital imaging
system that is designed to deliver compelling
souvenir photographs, ready to sell to your
customers in seconds.
The photo is taken from the pin end of the lane,
capturing the bowler in ‘full pose, just after
they’ve released the ball. The resulting image is
displayed on monitors within seconds, for the
bowler and their friends to see and enjoy. Lots of
joking and laughter typically follows and the
bowling experience is significantly enhanced.
The photograph can be sold to the guest and
printed on demand within seconds. The photo is
mounted in a themed photo folder, which will be
taken home and shown to family, friends and
work colleagues thus promoting your center.

ADDITIONAL REVENUE & PROFITS
ENHANCE THE BOWLING EXPERIENCE
EXTEND YOUR MARKETING REACH

With the optional Roving Photography camera,
you can take photographs of your guests
anywhere in or near your center. Ideal for party,
family and corporate groups.

PARTIES - FAMILIES - CORPORATE GROUPS
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